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Dear County Executive Mahoney and Members of the Legislature:  
 
A top priority of the Office of the State Comptroller is to help officials manage their resources 
efficiently and effectively and, by so doing, provide accountability for tax dollars spent to 
support operations. The Comptroller oversees the fiscal affairs of local governments statewide, 
as well as compliance with relevant statutes and observance of good business practices. This 
fiscal oversight is accomplished, in part, through our audits, which identify opportunities for 
improving operations and governance. Audits also can identify strategies to reduce costs and to 
strengthen controls intended to safeguard assets. 
 
In accordance with these goals, we conducted an audit of five counties throughout New York 
State. The objective of our audit was to determine if counties have ensured that inmates do not 
receive inappropriate social welfare benefit payments. We included Onondaga County (County) 
in this audit. Within the scope of this audit, we examined the procedures of the County and 
various inmate records for the period January 1, 2011 to January 25, 2013.  Following is a report 
of our audit of the County. This audit was conducted pursuant to Article V, Section 1 of the State 
Constitution and the State Comptroller’s authority as set forth in Article 3 of the General 
Municipal Law. 
 
This report of examination letter contains our findings and recommendations specific to the 
County. We discussed the findings and recommendations with County officials and considered 
their comments, which appear in Appendix B, in preparing this report. County officials generally 
disagreed with our report.  Appendix C includes our comments on issues raised in the County’s 
response. At the completion of our audit of the five counties, we prepared a global report that 
summarizes the significant issues we identified at all the counties audited. 
                

 

 



 

 

Summary of Findings   
 
The County Department of Social Services (DSS) provided inappropriate1 Safety Net Assistance 
(SNA) and other social welfare benefits to inmates in the County Correctional Facility (Facility) 
and the County Justice Center (Center).  Specifically, we found that 142 inmates received SNA 
benefits totaling $47,988,2 60 inmates received Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program 
(SNAP)3 benefits totaling $12,235, and 67 inmates improperly remained eligible for Medicaid 
benefits, 23 of which had Medicaid benefit payments provided on their behalf totaling $21,740. 
The inappropriate benefits occurred because the Facility did not provide inmate reports to DSS, 
and DSS staff delayed investigating potential cases and failed to use the Center’s daily reports.   
 
Background and Methodology 
 
The County has approximately 467,000 residents, and the 2012 adopted budget totaled 
approximately $827 million.  The County is governed by an elected 17-member Legislature.  The 
County Executive is the County’s chief executive officer and is responsible for the daily 
operations of the County.  
 
The County has two facilities that house inmates during incarceration, the Center, a 671-bed 
facility, and the Facility, a 562-bed facility. The County Sheriff (Sheriff) is an elected official, 
with responsibilities that include managing, monitoring, and operating the Center. The Center 
had a daily inmate population of approximately 626 in 2011. The Commissioner of the County 
Department of Corrections is responsible for overseeing the operation of the Facility. The 
Facility had an average daily inmate population of 488 in 2011. The Center and the Facility 
house inmates from throughout the judicial system who have been remanded to the County’s 
custody.  For the scope period, the County had 23,529 bookings (admissions).  
 
The DSS administers all social service programs. The DSS determines the initial eligibility of 
applicants in the County and is responsible for monitoring the continuing eligibility of all 
recipients.  It also investigates applicants and recipients for potentially erroneous statements and 
fraud.  The County provides social welfare benefits to eligible individuals through programs such 
as SNA, SNAP, Home Energy Assistance Program, Transportation Assistance, and Medicaid.4 In 
December 2012, the County reported 7,217 SNA recipients.5  
  
While receiving social welfare benefits, an individual’s eligibility may change for many reasons, 
including incarceration.  Several programs have laws that restrict program eligibility for inmates. 
For instance, Social Services Law, Article 5, Title 3, Section 157, “provides for safety net 
assistance to be provided to various classes of individuals but excludes hospital or institutional 

                                                 
1Inappropriate benefit payments are those payments made or benefits provided for the first controllable payment and 
generally thereafter for inmates whose eligibility had changed due to incarceration periods greater than 30 days.  

2The County expunged $2,824 of SNA benefits. SNA cash benefits can be expunged if the funds are available in the 
account for at least 90 days and the account is inactive for a period of 90 consecutive days. Other benefits were also 
provided to several of these inmates (e.g., one inmate was provided a $417 Medicaid benefit). Only $200 of the 
$908 of SNAP benefits provided to five inmates was expunged, according to documentation provided by the 
County.   

3 Formerly known as the Food Stamp Program 
4 See Appendix A for more information about available benefits. 
5 New York State Office of Temporary and Disability Assistance (OTDA) Statistics, December 2012, Table 7 from 
www.otda.ny.gov/resources/caseload/ 
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care.”6  SNA benefits are paid bimonthly on the first and the 15th of the month.7  A county 
typically attempts to suspend benefits during the next payment cycle after a person is 
incarcerated. While inmates are generally ineligible to receive social welfare benefits while 
incarcerated, they may reapply upon release.  
 
Monitoring the location and incarceration status of county inmates is challenging. Inmates may 
be incarcerated for short periods (less than one year) because they are awaiting trial and/or 
sentencing, or they may be serving short court-ordered sentences. As a result, their status 
changes frequently. The county where an inmate resided before incarceration must monitor the 
inmate’s continuing eligibility. Inmates who are incarcerated in a county other than the one 
monitoring their eligibility may pose the highest risk of receiving inappropriate benefits. 
 
To complete our objective, we interviewed DSS staff, Sheriff’s Office officials, and other 
County staff; reviewed monitoring procedures; obtained benefit information from OTDA; and 
determined whether County inmates received inappropriate social welfare and other benefits. 
Due to limitations in the way we could search information in the Welfare Management System 
(WMS) maintained by the County and OTDA, we first checked whether inmates received SNA 
benefits. If an inmate received SNA benefits, we then also examined his or her eligibility for 
other social welfare benefits. However, we did not check any benefit payments unless an inmate 
received SNA. We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted 
government auditing standards. More information on such standards and the methodology used 
in performing this audit is included in Appendix D of this report. 
 
Audit Results 
 
The County should ensure that Facility and Center inmates do not receive inappropriate social 
welfare benefits by establishing procedures that monitor eligibility in a timely manner. Although 
the County has some internal control procedures in place to ensure that the DSS does not provide 
inappropriate benefits to inmates housed at the Facility and the Center, those procedures did not 
prevent inappropriate benefit payments.   
 
The Center provides automated8 reports that identify County inmates to DSS on a daily basis.  
The Facility does not send any inmate booking correspondence to DSS. DSS staff use the reports 
as the starting point to investigate the appropriateness of social welfare benefits provided. 
According to a DSS Legal Department official, DSS staff will compare the names on the daily 
report showing all inmates incarcerated to an inmate admission report from 14 days prior. When 
a match is found, the name would be entered into WMS to determine if the inmate is a benefit 
recipient and, if so, a referral sheet is prepared and sent to the DSS program staff for action.  
 
Inmates receiving social welfare benefits might also be incarcerated in a county or State facility 
located outside of the county providing benefits.  For those inmates, OTDA matches State and 
local prison records9 to the WMS – which each DSS updates with case information on 
individuals receiving benefits – and from this match provides a monthly Prison Match Report 
(PMR) to each county. Each county is required to review the case files of the individuals on the 

                                                 
6 Per correspondence from OTDA, institutional care is defined as correctional facilities and prisons. 
7 Recurring benefit payments are made according to the schedule provided to counties by OTDA. 
8The Center emails four reports specific to that location only: Inmate Status, Inmate Housing, Inmate Discharge, and 
Inmate Admission.   

9The local prison records included are for sentenced inmates who are generally incarcerated more than 30 days.   
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PMR to determine if benefits are appropriate and report its resolutions for each individual to 
OTDA. This control measure reduces the risk of long-term inmates receiving inappropriate 
benefits while incarcerated and facilitates detection of inmates incarcerated in other counties who 
are receiving potential inappropriate benefits. However, the PMR includes only sentenced 
individuals, not those awaiting trial and sentencing.   
 
To test these internal controls, we compared 6,07110 Facility and Center bookings against the 
WMS to identify inmates that received SNA benefits while incarcerated. We identified 322 
inmates who received SNA benefits before incarceration that the County was responsible for 
monitoring. We found 142 of these inmates received inappropriate SNA benefits totaling 
$47,98811 while incarcerated. The controls in place did not effectively close or suspend benefits 
for certain inmates. Further, staff involved in the process were unaware of the 14 day look-back 
procedure. Of the 142 inmates who received inappropriate benefits, 52 were from the Facility 
and 90 were from the Center.  For example: 
 

 An individual, who was incarcerated on May 10, 2011, and released on September 1, 
2011, received inappropriate benefit payments throughout incarceration. The 
inappropriate payments, which lasted 114 days during the individual’s incarceration, 
totaled $1,127.   
 

 Another individual was incarcerated on May 4, 2011, and released from the Facility on 
May 21, 2012.  The DSS discontinued benefits on September 11, 2011; over three 
months after the individual became incarcerated. This individual received $1,542 in 
inappropriate benefits.   

 
In addition, to review inmates receiving SNA from the County but incarcerated in another county 
correctional facility, we reviewed the PMR files for January through November 2012.  We found 
no inappropriate SNA benefits were provided to inmates incarcerated in other county 
correctional facilities.  
 
Further, 60 of the 142 inmates received inappropriate SNAP benefits totaling $12,235 (19 were 
incarcerated at the Facility and 41 were incarcerated at the Center), and 67 inmates improperly 
remained eligible for Medicaid benefits, 23 of which had Medicaid payments provided on their 
behalf totaling $21,740. The inappropriate payments were attributed to the lack of inmate 
information from the Facility to conduct a review of benefits, the delay in initiating 
investigations, and the failure to use the reports sent by the Center for those investigations in a 
timely manner.  
   
Recommendations  
 

1. DSS officials should investigate the appropriateness of the social welfare benefits 
provided to County inmates timely. 
 

                                                 
10 We excluded inmates incarcerated in the Facility for 30 days or less. 
11The County expunged $2,824 of SNA benefits. A SNA cash benefit can be expunged if the funds are available in 

the account for at least 90 days and the account is inactive for a period of 90 consecutive days.  Other benefits 
were also provided to several of these inmates (e.g., one inmate was provided a $417 Medicaid benefit). Only 
$200 of the $908 of SNAP benefits provided to five inmates was expunged, according to documentation provided 
by the County.   
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2. DSS officials should ensure they use the Sheriff’s Office daily inmate rosters to monitor 
County inmate eligibility.   
 

3. Facility officials should send daily inmate reports to the County DSS and DSS officials 
should ensure they use the daily inmate rosters to monitor County inmate eligibility. 

 
The County Legislature has the responsibility to initiate corrective action. A written corrective 
action plan (CAP) that addresses the findings and recommendations in this report should be 
prepared and forwarded to our office within 90 days, pursuant to Section 35 of the General 
Municipal Law.   For more information on preparing and filing your CAP, please refer to our 
brochure, Responding to an OSC Audit Report, which you received with the draft audit report. 
The County Legislature should make the CAP available for public review in the Clerk’s office. 
 
Our office is available to assist you upon request.  If you have any further questions, please 
contact Ann Singer, Chief of Statewide Projects, at (607) 721-8306. 
 
  Sincerely, 

                                    
 Andrew A. SanFilippo 
 Executive Deputy Comptroller 
 Office of State and Local Government  
 Accountability 
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 APPENDIX A 
 

SOCIAL SERVICE PROGRAMS EXAMINED 
 

Temporary Assistance – Temporary Assistance (TA) is temporary help for needy men, women 
and children. If the individual (client) is unable to work or cannot find a job, or if the job does 
not pay enough, TA may be able to help pay for expenses.   
 
Family Assistance – Family Assistance (FA) is a category of TA. It provides cash assistance to 
eligible needy families that include a minor living with a parent(s) or a caretaker relative. There 
is a 60-month maximum benefit and eligible adults must comply with Federal work requirements 
to receive FA.  
 
Safety Net Assistance – Safety Net Assistance (SNA) is a category of TA. It is provided to needy 
single adults; childless couples; children living apart from any adult relative; families of persons 
abusing drugs or alcohol; families of persons refusing drug/alcohol screening, assessment, or 
treatment; aliens who are eligible for TA who are not eligible for Federal reimbursement; and 
needy individuals and families who may have exhausted benefits from FA. 
 
SNA recipients are limited to two years of cash benefits (debit cards) after which, if an 
individual continues to be eligible, benefits are provided in a non-cash form, such as a two-party 
check or a voucher. There is no time limit on how long an individual may receive non-cash SNA. 
The SNA allowance consists of a basic grant, a shelter allowance,12 a home energy allowance, a 
supplemental home energy allowance, and a fuel allowance if heat is not included in rent. Each 
allowance category has a maximum and varies according to family size. Additional allowances 
may be provided if certain special needs are met. Eligibility is primarily determined using an 
asset and financial means test. SNA recipients who are able to work must comply with work 
requirements to continue receiving benefits. 
 
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program – The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program 
(SNAP) is the new name for the Food Stamp Program (effective August 29, 2012). SNAP issues 
monthly benefits that can be used to purchase food at authorized retail food stores. SNAP 
benefits help low-income working people, senior citizens, the disabled, and others feed their 
families. 
 
Medicaid – Medicaid is a Federal/State health insurance program for low-income individuals and 
families who cannot afford to pay for medical care. 
 
Home Energy Assistance Program – The Home Energy Assistance Program (HEAP)  is a 
federally funded program that assists eligible households in meeting their home energy needs. 
HEAP operates on a seasonal basis from November to April.  Households with income within 
the guidelines can receive assistance with heating fuel. Checks are sent directly to the fuel dealer 
that the recipient chooses.  

 
  

                                                 
12 The shelter allowance amount can vary by county. 
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APPENDIX B 
  

RESPONSE FROM COUNTY OFFICIALS 
 
 

The County officials’ response to this audit can be found on the following pages.  
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APPENDIX C 
 

OSC COMMENTS ON THE COUNTY’S RESPONSE 
 

Note 1 
 
Contrary to the County’s response, OTDA guidance does not relieve or restrict the County from 
using available data to monitor the eligibility status of inmates incarcerated in the Center and the 
Facility and taking steps to prevent inmates from receiving inappropriate payments. In fact, in 
July 2013, OTDA clarified13 its expectations that local departments initiate their own periodic 
matching process in local jails with shorter-term incarcerations, atypical sentences, and clients 
awaiting sentencing. In addition, Social Service Law states that the “social services official upon 
receipt of information concerning a sentence of imprisonment imposed upon a person receiving 
public assistance shall make a reinvestigation of eligibility.” DSS receives daily booking 
information from the Center, and the Facility has such information available. County officials 
should use this information to monitor the continuing eligibility of social service program 
recipients.  
 
Note 2 
 
County officials were informed at the start of our audit that the objective of the audit would be 
the examination of the controls and processes the County had in place to identify and review the 
eligibility of inmates who were receiving social welfare benefits. This information was shared 
with County officials at the audit entrance conference and was reiterated in various discussions 
with County officials throughout the audit process. 
 
Note 3 
 
County officials have the responsibility to take steps within their control to investigate the 
appropriateness of the social welfare benefits provided to County inmates in a timely manner. 
Moreover, counties also have a financial incentive to investigate eligibility since they fund a 
share of the benefit costs for many programs (up to 71 percent for SNA). In July 2013, OTDA 
reiterated, “the Prison Match does not provide information on every incarcerated recipient, as it 
provides data on sentenced individuals with 30 days or more remaining on their sentence. Other 
individuals also may be incarcerated, generally in local jails awaiting sentencing or transfer, 
whose eligibility should be reinvestigated by the social service districts. In order to gather 
information on these recipients, social service districts must initiate their own matching process 
with county jails for shorter term incarcerations, atypical sentences and those clients awaiting 
sentencing.” 
 
Note 4 
 
As stated in the report, OSC considered inappropriate benefits to be those payments made or 
benefits provided for the first payment subject to County control, and generally thereafter for 
inmates whose eligibility had changed due to incarceration. We worked with County officials to 
identify when a payment would be subject to their control. For example, an individual 
incarcerated on June 28, 2011 received SNA payments on July 1, 2011, July 16, 2011, August 1, 
                                                 
13 OTDA-4357-EL 
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2011, and August 16, 2011. The July 1, 2011 payment was not included as being inappropriate 
because the County could not prevent the payment from occurring within the time elapsed from 
incarceration to payment. However, the three payments made after July 1 could have been 
prevented, so we included them in our report as inappropriate benefits. For rent payments, we did 
not consider the month of incarceration to be inappropriate; any recoupment identified by the 
County was also not included in our calculation. 
 
In addition, the PMR is only one tool available to the County to identify inappropriate social 
welfare benefits provided to inmates. The PMR alone will not effectively monitor inappropriate 
payments to County inmates; County officials should use the daily incarceration information 
available to them to protect County taxpayer dollars. See Note 3 for guidance by OTDA. 
 
Note 5 
 
The audit included examining all inmates incarcerated 30 or more days that received SNA 
benefits. Based on our audit methodology and inappropriateness determination (see Note 4), we 
would not remove individuals with 45 days or less of incarceration because there is no criteria 
that states that a county inmate remains eligible for social welfare benefits for up to 45 days of 
incarceration.   
 
The County has not correctly understood or interpreted the technical bulletins provided by 
OTDA. The County is incorrectly correlating the OTDA time parameters of the PMR as criteria 
for when the County should review the appropriateness of social welfare benefits to its inmates.  
The County pays 71 percent of all SNA benefits. Thus, waiting for the 45th day of incarceration 
to initiate a review allows incarcerated individuals to remain eligible and receive benefits paid 
for primarily by County taxpayers. The County has the information for all inmates in its County 
facilities and has access to the WMS, so DSS officials can monitor the eligibility of the majority 
of inmates receiving social welfare benefits earlier.   
 
Note 6 
 
During the audit, DSS staff personally reviewed each potential case with OSC examiners, keying 
in the individual’s information in the WMS to assist in our review. County officials were kept 
informed of the audit findings throughout our fieldwork and asked for the information again 
when the exit conference meeting was scheduled. We provided testing information for all 
inappropriate benefits reported, including SNAP.  
 
Note 7 
 
SNAP regulations require the closing of cases for inmates who are incarcerated over 30 days.  
Both the Center and the Facility have daily incarceration information available that should be 
used to determine an inmate’s eligibility for social welfare benefits. While the County is correct 
that officials would not have been able to catch certain payments if it relied solely on the PMR, 
the County has daily incarceration information available from the Center and the Facility to 
assist in making a more timely eligibility determination. 
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Note 8 
 
As described in the audit methodology, our calculations for rent payments did not include the 
month of incarceration. 
 
Note 9 
 
Medicaid regulations require that coverage be suspended for individuals incarcerated over 30 
days. Our calculations for determining the inappropriate Medicaid managed care premium 
amounts did not include the month of incarceration and have been updated to exclude any 
amounts related to the month of release. The County is now taking steps to recover all the 
payments made for the inmates during the entire incarceration period. 
 
Note 10 
 
The State has an expungement system for recovering any SNA benefits which remain unused 
after 90 days. These inappropriate benefits were made available to the incarcerated individual for 
use and were not expunged until they remained unused for 90 days, during which time the 
moneys could have been used. Our report has been clarified to include the expungement total 
(see footnote 11, page 4). 
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APPENDIX D 
 

AUDIT METHODOLOGY AND STANDARDS 
 
We interviewed County personnel in the Sheriff’s Office and DSS to determine if a process for 
matching benefit recipients to current social welfare records exists and if information regarding 
inmates is exchanged between the Facility and DSS.  
 
To review the appropriateness of SNA benefits provided by the County for inmates incarcerated 
at the Facility and the Center, we submitted a list of inmates for the scope period to the OTDA, 
after eliminating all inmates with 30 or fewer days of incarceration from our sample. OTDA 
provided a report of the social welfare benefits history for all inmates submitted. Social security 
numbers, names, and dates of birth, if available, were used for the comparison. We compared all 
Facility and Center inmates on the WMS report who received SNA for the scope period and 
reviewed each case against DSS records. We then reviewed each case file to determine whether 
any inmate had received individual case SNA benefits when incarcerated. If so, we compared the 
SNA payment issue date to the incarceration period, eliminating timing issues. We also 
determined whether the inmates received other benefits during incarceration. We reviewed each 
case with DSS officials to determine the appropriateness of the benefits provided. We did not 
check any benefit payments unless an inmate received SNA.    
 
The testing was limited to the inmates incarcerated in the Facility and the Center, with matching 
of records to the WMS based on social security numbers, inmate names, and dates of birth, if 
available. Other county DSS throughout the State may have provided benefits to inmates 
incarcerated in the Facility or the Center; however, these were not included in testing.  
 
To review the appropriateness of SNA benefits provided by the County for inmates incarcerated 
in other county correctional facilities, we received a file from OTDA of prison matches for 
January through November 2012. We identified inmates located in other county correctional 
facilities and whether SNA benefit case files were matched. If so, a review was completed with 
DSS to determine appropriateness of the SNA benefits and any other benefits provided. This 
scope did not include specifically auditing the appropriateness of SNA benefits provided by 
other county DSS for inmates incarcerated in the Facility and Center.  
 
For the purposes of this audit, we defined inappropriate benefit payments as those payments 
made or benefits provided for the first controllable payment and generally thereafter for inmates 
whose eligibility had changed due to incarceration periods of more than 30 days.  For rent 
payments, we did not include the month of incarceration or any recoupment identified by the 
County when calculating inappropriate payments. We chose this standard because county DSS 
receive monthly prison information reports from OTDA, which precludes them, in many 
instances, from making quicker eligibility determinations locally. 
 
We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government 
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain 
sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions 
based on our audit objectives.  We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis 
for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.  
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